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Abstract. The development and use of content-based retrieval techniques for 3-D models is a relatively new departure in multimedia retrieval. We have extended our existing multimedia museum information
system to support content-, metadata- and concept-based retrieval of 3D models of museum artifacts and in this paper we describe a “classifier
agent” to automatically assign associations between 3-D artifacts and
concepts and metadata stored in a domain ontology. The context of the
classifier agent is described, together with an overview of its architecture.
Selecting appropriate parameters for the agent is an important activity
and a comparison is made between manually selected parameters and
the results of an automatic technique to determine “optimal” settings.
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Introduction

An increasing number of museum systems are being developed to store and organise multimedia data on almost any subject. This has led to more and more
sophisticated search and retrieval methods to access the data. However, adding
new data to the system is still largely a manual task and in some cases classification information may not be complete. The European project, SCULPTEUR [1,
2], is concerned with the perceived benefit of structuring and integrating the
knowledge associated with museum artifacts, enabling users to more fully exploit the richness of the data, facilitating more versatile browsing, retrieval and
navigation within collections, and enabling cross collection searching and interoperability with external systems. Starting with the conceptual reference model
(CRM) [3] developed by the museum documentation standards organisation,
CIDOC, ontological descriptions of the museum collections have been developed.
Metadata associated with the artifacts has been mapped to the ontology to form
an integrated knowledge base. Graphical tools have been developed to provide
browsing of the concepts, relationships and instances within the collections.
A novel aspect of the project is the ability to search and retrieve 3-D objects, in addition to 2-D image data, through a range of integrated methods. In
addition to a standard textual search interface, objects can also be retrieved by
browsing the ontology (concept-based retrieval) or by providing an example to

the system (content-based retrieval) or through a combination of these methods.
For example a user can provide an example 3-D model of a vase and a text based
entry of “Greek” to retrieve Greek vases that are of a similar 3-D shape to the
example.
As part of its knowledge acquisition package, a classifier agent to automatically associate 3-D object models to concepts and metadata within the domain
ontology is being developed. This paper focuses on the classifier agent, providing
a description of its development and aspects of the parameter selection process.
The Search and Retrieval Web Service (SRW), a standard developed from the
Z39.50 stable [4], provides the interface to these query mechanisms for both the
internal SCULPTEUR components and external systems that understand the
CIDOC CRM based ontology. The SRW is an important feature for integrating
the classifier agent with the rest of the system.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. The next section describes
the classifier agent, its architecture and current status. Section 3 describes our
approach to automatic parameter selection, section 4 and 5 provide details of
experimentation and results respectively and section 6 provides pointers to related work. Finally in section 7 we provide conclusions and an outline of future
work.
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The Classifier Agent

Associating 3-D models and their 3-D shape feature vectors with appropriate
class labels in the ontology provides a potential training set for automatic classification of unclassified objects. This is the role of the classifier agent in SCULPTEUR. Of course, for many classification tasks it is faster and more reliable for
a curator to classify objects manually as they enter the system. Certainly this is
true for more obvious labels such as vase or statue. However, use of a classifier
may be able to help with understanding more subtle class differences in circumstances where less is known about the artifact under consideration; e.g. Greek
versus Polynesian. Classifications also allow faster retrieval results to be returned
to the user because feature vector similarities do not have to be re-computed.
The classifications give indexed access to the objects.
The classifier agent’s functionality is currently directly available to the users
so that, if they wish to explore whether certain classes of objects can be distinguished, or study the taxonomic properties of specific artifacts, they are able to
do so by invoking the classifier and instructing it to train on particular classes
and their feature vectors. For ease of use, techniques for automatically developing
and training classifiers need to be employed.
2.1

3-D Descriptors

The content-based multimedia retrieval features of the system are facilitated
through the use of feature vectors (or descriptors) extracted from the media
objects. This is not only true for 2-D image data but also the 3-D objects now

being stored in the system. Several 3-D descriptor extraction algorithms have
been implemented and integrated to provide 3-D content-based retrieval. These
include the D2 shape distribution descriptors (Shape D2) from the Princeton
Shape Retrieval and Analysis Group [5] and the histogram descriptors (Cord
Hist 1, Cord Hist 2, Cord Hist 3, Cord Histogram) from Paquet and Rioux
developed as part of the Nefertiti system [6]. An area to volume ratio descriptor
(Area Volume) [7], which is a single valued statistic giving the ratio of the surface
area of the model to its enclosed volume is also introduced to provide a fast
discriminator which can reduce the search space. The Extended Gaussian Image
(EGI) [8] and 3-D Hough Transform [9] have also been implemented. These
descriptors have two versions based upon differing methods of partitioning the
object space (EGI Oct, EGI Sphere, Hough Oct and Hough Sphere).
The 3-D descriptors not only support the 3-D content-based facilities of the
system but also provide data for use by the classifier agent.
2.2

Distance metrics

In order to establish the similarity (closeness) of two feature vectors in some
feature space, a wide range of distance metrics have been presented in the literature. The most commonly used are the Minkowski norms, typically the L1
norm (the city block distance) and the L2 norm (the Euclidean distance). (See
e.g. [10, 5]). The norms are particularly attractive as they are simple to calculate
and generally produce good results. However other distance metrics may provide
better results when used in combination with specific descriptors and types of
object.
Osada et al. [5] suggest a range of distance metrics that could be used for
comparison purposes. These are the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance, KullbackLeibler divergence distance, Match distances, Earth Mover’s distance and the
Bhattacharyya distance. Hetzel et al. [11] suggest the histogram intersection
and the χ2 distance, while Ankerst et al. [10] suggest the Quadratic distance.
In the classifier agent several distance metrics have been implemented so
that the best in terms of classifier performance may be selected. Those implemented include the city block, Euclidean, histogram intersection, Bhattacharyya,
quadratic, Kullback-Leibler (both symmetric and non-symmetric) and the χ2
distances.
2.3

Architecture

The classifier agent is organised around a collection of classifiers, some of which
will be tailored to generally classifying between a large number of classes, and
some which will be specialised to distinguish between a small number of classes.
Over time, this will result in large numbers of classifiers tailored to specific
datasets, and specialised in different areas. To use effectively, some prior knowledge is required by the user (or the system) in selecting the appropriate classifiers
to obtain a correct classification: for example, if a user already knows that their

object is a vase, but is less sure about the specific type, they can use a classifier tailored to distinguishing between vase types rather than between broader
classes. However this is not an issue addressed in this paper.
The system ontology contains a number of “classes” which indicate object
type such as vase, statue, tile etc, but it also includes artists’ names, periods of
creation etc. These different classes are not mutually exclusive, so that if the class
labels are associated with distinctive descriptor sets, a query object may obtain
several labels during the classification process. The agent is able to query the
system ontology for these labels and retrieve URLs pointing to 3-D objects and
feature vectors through the Search and Retrieval Web service (SRW) interface.
The user can experiment with the agent to explore whether the descriptors do
provide the classification capabilities required. The classifier agent can also use
locally stored data. An XML file stores the class labels for an object, along with
the location of its associated feature vectors.
2.4

Current status

Initially a large range of standard classification algorithms, distance metrics and
adjustable parameters were explicitly available within the classifier agent. However, it became clear that for most users not versed in classification strategies, a
limited set of options with automatic techniques for classifier development was
the ideal.
The current version offers two very basic classification algorithms, a k -Nearest
Neighbour (k -NN) method and a k -Means classifier [12, 13]. These techniques
have been chosen as they are well known, easily understood and have the added
advantage for the user that they function in a similar way to the content-based
retrieval process, allowing users to gain a better understanding of how the different descriptors perform.
The feature vectors generated from various 3-D content-based retrieval techniques are used as the inputs to the classifiers (see section 2.1). Only single
feature vector types are used as the input. However combining feature vectors
in the classifier has the potential to improve performance.
The k -NN and k -Means classifiers both make use of a distance metric to
compare different input patterns. Section 2.2 goes into further details about the
distance metrics available in the agent.
Each classification scheme has parameters that can be set to adjust the classifier performance. The optimal settings are very dependant upon the data used
to train the classifier and are typically not known in advance. For the k -NN
classifier these parameters are feature vector type, distance metric and k. The
k -Means classifier takes the same parameters in addition to a threshold used
to decide when to terminate training. As an alternative to manually specifying
parameters, an automatic parameter selection scheme is available. This facility
is described in section 3.
The classifier agent is currently implemented using PHP to provide the user
interface and C++ binaries perform the back end classification tasks. The interface allows users to manually train classifiers using an available dataset. Users

can also upload their own objects to the system to be classified by the classifiers
that exist there. The agent provides an interface that allows a user to specify the
parameters for which to train a classifier. Resulting classifications are displayed
to the user along with a range of performance statistics.
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Automatic Parameter Selection

An expert user of the system may wish to manually select the classification
algorithm and its parameters, the distance metric and the 3-D shape descriptor
type to be used. However, for most users, an automatic parameter selection
scheme is preferred. To assist the user to use the classifier agent effectively,
appropriate values need to be chosen automatically where possible. These depend
on the dataset and to a lesser extent on the speed and quality required. In some
cases prior knowledge can be used to estimate “good” parameter values, however
more typically there will be little prior knowledge available.
Several techniques for automatically searching for optimal parameter values
have been described in the literature. In the classifier agent we have implemented
the classical particle swarm optimisation (PSO) algorithm [14] to search for
appropriate parameters for the classification algorithms for a given training set.
PSO’s use a swarm of particles which represent points within parameter
space. Each particle records its best position, and each particle has access to the
global best position. At each iteration, the current performance of each particle’s
parameters is recorded and the best position is updated if applicable. Each particle then updates its position based on how far away it is from both its personal
best, and the global best, with the aim of moving closer to these positions. A
random factor is introduced to avoid particles directly homing in on the centre
point between the global and personal best.
Due to PSO’s searching through a continuous space, it cannot be used to
find discrete values (such as the distance metric or feature vector type) and an
exhaustive search is employed to set these variables before initiating a PSO based
search of the remaining variables.
In order to reduce the search space, we can use properties specific to the
classification schemes to limit the range in which a parameter can lie. For the
k -NN classifier we can limit the upper size of k. Intuitively, we would expect
that k should not be larger than the smallest class size in the training set, as
larger values will become biased to the larger classes, and it can be seen in the
results that the lower values of k perform better. By limiting k to the size of the
smallest class, the search space is reduced significantly.
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Experimentation

The classifier has been evaluated using a dataset composed of 144 manually
classified museum objects. Table 1 provides information on the dataset.
As part of the prototype evaluation in SCULPTEUR, users were asked to
evaluate the classifier agent. They were asked to create classifiers based on both

Table 1. The Museum Dataset
Class Name Training Testing
Statue
8
7
Vase
31
31
Tile
16
16
Misc
9
10
Mask
3
3
Tool
5
5

the k -NN and k -Means algorithms and attempt to use them to classify their own
objects. This evaluation used the museum dataset. The resulting classifiers are
presented here. As a comparison, classifiers created using automatic parameter
selection are also presented for the museum dataset.
Previous work on analysing descriptor performance in [15] showed the the
Area Volume descriptor gave the best performance results for the models obtained from the museums.
The accuracy statistic is used to evaluate classifier performance and is defined as (T P + T N ) / (T P + T N + F P + F N ) where TP is the number of true
positives, TN is the number of true negatives, FP is the number of false positives
and FN is the number of false negatives. See [16] for more details on evaluating
classifier performance.
Some early default values were defined for the classifier parameters based
upon results from previous work [15] which showed that the Area Volume descriptor and Euclidean metric were good for this type of data.
For the particle swarm optimisation we used 10 particles and 10 iterations.
During our experimentation, this ensured the swarm converged without too many
unnecessary iterations.
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Results

The classifier agent is still under development. However, some preliminary results
have been obtained. These are results of classifiers created through manual parameter selection from the user evaluation, automatic parameter selection, and
a summary of the results of the project evaluation which trialled the manual
classification.
Table 2 shows the results for the k -NN classification scheme from both manual classifications obtained during the evaluation process, and from automatically generated classifiers obtained from several runs. Duplicate results have been
omitted. The first line of the table shows the results of the default parameter
values. The results show that the automatically generated classifiers have an increased accuracy of around 10% over the manually chosen ones and there is a
large difference in the value of k chosen by the automatic parameter optimiser
and the manual classifiers. The table also suggests that the choice of distance

Table 2. k-NN Results
Type
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic

Descriptor
Area Volume
Hough (Oct)
Shape D2
Cord Hist 1
Area Volume
Shape D2
Shape D2
Cord Hist 1

Metric
Euclidean
Euclidean
Euclidean
Euclidean
City Block
City Block
Intersection
Quadratic

k Accuracy
15 84.7%
3 89.8%
15 87.9%
15 70.3%
1 97.6%
1 98.1%
1 98.1%
1 96.8%

metric does not play a large role as the data in the case of the final two combinations for Shape D2 show the same accuracy, but with a different metric. The
Shape D2 descriptor gave the best results, although they are only slightly better
than the equivalent results for the Area Volume descriptor.
Previous work in [15] comparing 3-D shape descriptors and distance metrics
on a similar manually classified museum dataset showed that the Area Volume
descriptor performed best overall. However, the Shape D2 descriptor did best for
the “nearest neighbour statistic” used in that analysis. This statistic indicates
the proportion of all objects in the dataset for which the nearest neighbour in
feature space is of the correct class. This is equivalent to the the k -NN classifier
when k is equal to 1 and corresponds to some of the classifiers achieved by the
automatic parameter selection technique.

Table 3. k-Means Results
Type
Descriptor
Manual
Area Volume
Manual
Area Volume
Manual
Area Volume
Manual
Area Volume
Manual
Area Volume
Manual Cord Histogram
Manual
EGI (Sphere)
Manual
Area Volume
Manual
Area Volume
Manual Cord Histogram
Manual
EGI (Sphere)
Automatic Area Volume
Automatic Area Volume
Automatic
Shape D2

Metric
Euclidean
Intersection
City Block
Quadratic
Euclidean
Quadratic
Euclidean
City Block
Euclidean
City Block
Chi
City Block
City Block
City Block

k Threshold Accuracy
15
0.1
87.0%
15
0.1
82.8%
15
0.1
86.5%
3
0.1
82.4%
20
0.05
87.0%
15
0.1
71.7%
15
0.1
86.3%
15
1.0
87.0%
15
0.1
87.9%
20
1.0
83.7%
50
10.0
81.0%
50 0.536
92.1%
19 0.561
93.5%
13
0.00
93.5%

Table 3 shows the results from the museum dataset for the k -Means classification scheme from both manual classifications obtained during the evaluation
process, and from automatically generated classifiers obtained from several runs.
The first line of the table shows the results of the default parameter values. As
with k -NN, the automatically determined parameters performed best. However,
the difference in performance is not as great. Due to the nature of the k -Means
algorithm, repeating the training process with the same parameters does not
necessarily generate the same classifier, hence good values from the training set
may not always produce good classifiers for the test set. This makes it harder
to evaluate the effect of different parameters. The default parameters give reasonable results, but not the best. The automatically generated classifiers have
reasonably consistent descriptor and distance metric values, however the value
of k changes significantly.
The project evaluation presented the system to the user partners and asked
them to both create and test classifiers and give feedback on the user interface.
Typically the users found specifying parameters for the classifier confusing, either because they did not understand what the field was, or how the values
would affect performance. This highlighted the need to do this automatically. A
common complaint was that the presentation of several evaluation statistics was
confusing and suggested a need for either a single statistic to represent the overall
performance, or the use of some other more “friendly” indicator of performance
or confidence.
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Related Work

The work described has drawn on a substantial body of established work and
more recent research performed by others. The 3-D feature vectors are a subset
of recently published algorithms for 3-D shape representation and matching. We
are particularly indebted to the Princeton work [17]. For a recent review of this
area see Tangelder et al. [18].
There are many more advanced alternative approaches to the classification
problem than the ones currently used in our classifier. See [12, 13] for an overview
of classification techniques.
We chose to use the particle swarm optimisation algorithm for parameter
optimisation but many alternative techniques could have been used including
for example genetic algorithms [19] and simulated annealing [20].
In the work so far we have only considered individual classifiers. Combining
classifiers is in our plan for future work and there has been much significant work
in this area (e.g. [21]).
Several 3-D demonstrator systems have been built to be able to compare
different 3-D descriptors [22–24]. However, it seems that few ontology centred
multimedia retrieval systems for real applications have emerged with content
based 3-D model retrieval as an integral part of the system.
The reader is referred to [1, 2] for further details of the various aspects of the
SCULPTEUR project.
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Conclusions & Future Work

The classifier agent in the SCULPTEUR system has been presented in terms
of the overall design, current status and preliminary results. These show that
automatic techniques for parameter setting result in better classifiers than those
created manually by users. Our current approach can take a long time to determine the optimal parameters and investigating possibilities for more rapid
strategies is an area for future work.
More recent work on PSO’s has added the ability to search discrete parameters [25] and these will be investigated.
Other areas of future work include working with larger datasets, combining
classifiers, investigating other classification techniques and introducing alternative 3-D descriptors. The automatic optimisation techniques may help in other
areas of the agent such as determining appropriate weightings for combining
classifiers.
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